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BRITISH POLITICS is currently dominatect by the
prospects of a general election. Within the Labour
Party there is general agreement that the need for
electoral victory is paramount, that nothirtg
should be put in the hray of it. We know t,hat a
third Tory term will not only mean more of the
same, but a deepening of the capitalist offensive.
Emboldened. by its success a Conservative cabinet.
would embark on schemes previously only hinted at.
Such things as private healt.h insurance in place
of the NHS, ed.ucation vouchers in place of
mandatory state support, and compulsory labour to
qualify for the dole a literal return to
Victorian values in the shape of the workhouse.'
Nor are we under any illusion that such attacks
would lead to massive resistance, thaL from
adversity would come an upsurge of socialist
consciousness. Just as Tory victory wouId. increase
their conf j-d.ence, so it would Iead to ma j or
demoralisation in the Labour movement. Waking up
the day after the polls to find Thatcher sti1l at
No. 10 would imply a prospect of more job losses,
more cuts, more attacks on every 1eve1 and no
immediate prospect of their reversal. At best one
could hope
struggle.

for protracted, painful defensive

But if we were to wake up to a Labour majority the
converse would be true. It would lead to the
expectat.ion that. change could and should happen.
Not only should the redundancies and the decay of
welfare cease, things should actually get better.
In other words Labour victory wouLd cause a major
shift in class forces. Those who suffered from
capitalist qrisis would expect and be prepared to
demand advances.
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But could Labour deliver those advances? After
all, people want a Labour Government not in order
to see different personalities in office, but in
order to secure a reversal of the ravages
inflicted by t.he Tories. They want action - not
just new faces. It is at this point that it
becomes apparent that there exist two sharply
opposed models of the way forward for Labour. The
first model is that associated with the leadership
of the Labour Party and the leadership of the TUC.
It is that rNew Realismr which, translated, is
the defeatist conclusion that lrre cannot confront
the bourgeoisier w€ can only cajole them into
concessions. The second model is based on the
converse premise that anti-capitalist advances
can only be achieved by organising anti-capitalist
struggles. This model may seem to have less
support, but it remains a potent force in our
Party. It has been represented in the recent
period by the Printworkers, the militants of the
NUM, those of us who stood out against
rate-cappi-ng and those involved in the constant
struggle against rac ia1, sexual and national
forms of oppre ss ion. Labour Briefing has
been a consistent expression of this second
pos it ion.

This pamphlet will provide an assessment of the
strengths and weaknesses of these contrasting
mod.eIs. We hope to give an honest apPraisal of
each in the light of the tasks facing our
movement. How - in other words - are we to reverse
the ravages of two terms of Tory rule and resolve
the present crisis in the interests of Ehe working
class and its allies among the people as a whole?

1. Kinnock t s st.rategy: the f antasY of

-

I new
real ism t

ffi6-EG *ay of understandJ-ng the strategy of the
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present leadership is to consid.er the stance they
have taken at the last two party conferences. Of
course, on the surface, the 1985 and 1986
conferences appeared to be very tlifferent. The
former involved major battles over policy and was
marked by Kinnockrs sharp attacks on the Ieft. The
latter was more like a rally than a conference,
with Kinnockrs tone almost that of a moral
crusade. However at an underlying leveI there was
a fundamental continuity of approach,

In 1985 Kinnock took his stand on two j-ssues: ( 1 )
Liverpool; (2) the proposal that the next Labour
Government should. retrospectively reimburse the
NUM. It was a logi-ca1 choice. The two issues were,
and are, linked in a crucial manner. Each touches
centrally on the relationship between the Labour
Party and the capitalist state. Wnat should we do
when the rulJ-ng class mounts a legalised attack on
1ocal d.emocracy, jobs and welfare services? How
should. we respond when they hijack a union in
dispute and use financial means to Iimit its
effectiveness in pursuing that d.j-sput,e? On both
issues, Neil Kinnock made his position clear. A
Labour Party under his leadership wilI not
confront the state power of the ruling c1ass. The
struggles waged by Liverpool Council, the NUM,
and more recently, the printworkers, represent a
kind of politics which lies beyoncl the framework
defined by Kinnock. Class struggle is now simply
of f the a gend.a .

In 1985, then, Kinnock sought to d.efeat those who
represented anti-capitalist struggle within our
Party. In so doing he was sending a very clear
signal to the state, and to those whose interests
it represents. rA future Labour governmeDtr, our
enemies were told, !wi11 play by your ruIes. you
have nothing to fear from the Labour Party. I

However, while Kinnock is able to play on the
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demoralisation engendered by seven years of
Thatcher in order to suggest that one cannot
confront the power of Capital, his position still
depends on promising a reversal of Thatcherite
decline. In order to do this he must sguare the
circle of seeking to reverse a capitalist
offensive without anti-capitalist struggle. The
only way of so doing is to promote illusions about
the ease of achieving Labourrs aimsi to downplay
the resistance we will face from our class
opponents. The Ieadershj-p performance at the 1986
conference was an attempt to perform this trick.
Thro inc idents , one f rom Kinnock r orr€
Hattersley, will serve as illustration.

from

A central passage of Kinnockrs leadership speech
was devoted to defence policy. He devoted his
efforts to suggesting that Britain could go
unj-1atera1 without breaking with imperialism.
Thatr orr the one hand \,re can reject the basic
premise of Western j-mperialist strategy while
remaining part of a Western imperialist a1liance,
and on the other we can do so without provoking
retaliation from the major imperialist power, the
U.S.A. It wiII be all so easy, suggested Kinnock,
we wilI simply disarm, send home American nuclear
bases and everybody will be happy. Those Iike
Caspar Weinburger who utter threatening noises are
entirely unrepresentative .

Within half an hour of this the American
Ambassador came on television to contradict him.
Weinburger, said the ambassador, is not isolated,
the American government shares his posture,
America would react. Within a few days, several of
Britainrs senior generals said that they too would
react, that they rcould not assure the defence of
the countryt under a Labour government. In other
words, $re should not count our chickens on
unilateralism. As soon as a Labour government
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tried to implement such a policy it would meet
sabotage from abroad and sabotage at home, which
could only be resisted by mass mobilisations
behind the policy. To discourage mobilisation by
an unrealistic suggestion of ease casts severe
doubt on the possibility of us ever going
non-nuclear.

The Hattersley example is even more blatant' It
arose in the debate on economic policy and
concerns the central question that an incoming
Labour administration would have to face: the
question of rebuilCling our economic base ' If
Labour is to reverse mass unemployment it must
acheive a huge program of rej-nvestment - how then
is that to be acheived? The Hattersley suggestion
is weIl known: persuade capitalists to invest by a

combination of tax incentives on the repatriation
of capital and a British Investment Bank which
gives as high a rate of interest as anyone else.

In debate Ian Mikardo pointed out the
ineffectiveness of this policy - so weak that City
tax consultants could run rings around it. Why

should capitalists choose voluntarily to re-invest
in Britain at a lower rate of profit than they can
obtain elsewhere? What are needed are policies
that compel re-investment. Mikardo suggested the
very mildest: exchange controls. In his own words
tyou can rt make a socialist omelette without
breaking a few capitalist eggs' . Hattersley's
response spoke volumes. He had nothing to say to
the charge of ineffectiveness. He simply said that
to propose exchange controls would Iead to a

flight of capital in advance of an election. In a

sentence the entire strategy is summarised. If we

act against the interests of Capital it w111
destroy us. If that means we have to eschew all
effective measures so be it. But let us try anil
promote the fantasy that we can rebuild the
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economy in the
the cooperation
interest is their

All the supposed
proposals of the
attempts to cover

pessimism;
benefits.

2. Kinnock I s strategy: the advantages
E tIffiGsr,Tp-ffi:EEey-G s6-ffi-f- no, has
it gained so much support? Firstly we must
recognise that its basic premise, a defeatism in
the face of capitalist poqrerr f,€flects the real
experience of defeat in our movement. Years of
closures and redundancies have made successful
resistance, 1et alone gains r s€€tn a distant
prospect. Kinnock was immeasurably strengthened in
his strategy by the defeat of the miners - after
all, it was reasoned, Lf even the NUM was defeated.
what chance is there for the rest of us? Yet the
Inew realismr d.oes not only reflect a widespread

interests of working people with
of t,hose whose fund.amental

exploitation.

sophistication, all the intricate
self -styled Ine\,e realists I are
this basic contradiction.

it also claims to offer important

Probably tire most obvious relates to media
popularity. Af t,er Kinnock I s attack on the
Liverpool council in his 1 985 conference speech
he was hailed throughout the media as an inspi-red
leader. rThe greatest leader since Gaitskell' we
were told as the Daily Mail, Daily Express, Sun
and Telegraph vied with each other in praise.
Along with this went a rise in the opinion polIs.
Thus Kinnock I s me ssage apparently ga ined the
support of the Tory press. Better sti11, it may be
reasoned, by following his route the state and the
entire establishment will (up to a point) tolerate
and even support what we are doing.

The value of the media cannot be underestimated.
It was not Kinnock's speech in itself that had the
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magical temporary effect on the opinion po1Is.
Only a miniscule proportion of the population
actually heard. his words. What people were
respond,ing to \,ras what they learnt as filtered
through the media. Any intrinsic qualities of
Kinnockrs speech were therefore neither here nor
there: what mattered vras the signal which the
establishment received.. Once the media bosses had
been assured of Kinnock rs commitment to their
system, he became their momentary darling, and, his
speech a work of inspiration. To any Labour leader
there is obviously much value in this

What is true of the media is also true of other
sections of the establishment: the owners of
capital, the financiers, the Whitehall mandarins,
the armed services and the police chiefs and, all
others who occupy the controlling centres of the
state. 1t would be very consoling to feel that
aI1 these were on our side. And indeed the
Kinnock-Hattersley Ieadership has gone a long way
towards bringing such an illusion into being. For
instance, to take Hattersleyts economic policies
they may be ineffective but they have been
welcomed by
Industries !

the Confed.eration of British

But here one should sound a note of warning. In
opposition it may be possible to maintain a few
fantasiesi to pretend that one can restructure the
economy while gaining the applause of the CBI, to
go non-nuclear and retain the support of the
generals. But in office the illusions are quickly
dispelled and choices must be made. Stay with the
capitalists and do their biddingr of, fulfill oners
pledges and break with them. It is because of this
that, whatever the momentary honeymooning, the
at,tempts by Labour to woo the establishment are
bound to fail. A Kinnockite Labour may - to the
establishment - seem better than Left Labour, but
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Labour remains inherently untrustworthy. Owen or
Thatcher are far firmer friends. As we shaII
argue, the ultimate futility of trying to woo the
establishment is made far more acute by the
present crisis.

3 . Kinnock I s strategy: the economic background.
rr,e iffi-ur r"ia.Gr.fp EfE. theilentire ffi;t
on the hope that it is possible, in return for
laying aside threats of expropriation, to persuade
capitalists into making concesions in the
interes'ts of the exploited and oppressed. But j-s
this a possibility?

It is essential to consider Lhis question in the
li9ht of the depth of capitalist crisis which this
country currentlY faces. The Economist has
est imated. that capitalists will not juclge
profitability to be high enough for Britain to be
worth invesbing in unless or unbil the average
wage can be cut by some 30? in real terms.
Meanwhile they invest overseas. Thus, since 1979,
we have seen Lhe chronic equivalent, of a flight of
capital combined with an investment strike. The
arnount of- capital invested abroad. has tripled
while investment at home has fa11en. Capit.alists
are actually scrapping the machinery of industry.
A1l l:his is ref Iected in Iost jobs and output.
Industrial jobs are disappearing at the rate of
13,000 every month. Since 1983, for the fj-rst bime
since Lhe industrial revolution, Britain has been
a net importer of manafactured good.s. In August
19A6 alone the deficit amounted to one and a half
billion pounds.

The reality is that the British economy is shot to
pieces, kept temporarily afloat on North Sea oi1.
As the oi1 runs out, the true situation will begin
to emerge, and recent. leveIs of unemployment and
attacks on Iiving standarils will look mild in
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comparison with what the system will then demand..

Hattersleyts economic policies
indistinguishable from those of

- virtually
the social

democrats - are a throwback to an age that has
passed.. During the period of Empire, and. then
during the post war boom, capitalism in Britain
was able to afford concessions to organised labour
in exchange for our movement r s acceptance of the
fundamental priorities of the state. Indeed the
Labour Party was founded on such a bargain. It was
formed, as a pact and. a bridge between the trade
union leadership and the liberal bourgeoisie.
!f,orking people were to be of f ered Iimit.ed ref orms,
paid for out of the profits of empire. In return,
imperialism, as such, would never be questioned.
This has been reflected by a chauvinism and racism
in our movement whose most tangible expression has
been the way in which successive Labour
governments have always come down on the sid.e of
imerialist interests: in Greece, in Vietnam, in
Iran, even in South Africa.

Pre-Thatcherite versions of Toryism vrere also a
product of that period when there was some fat in
the the system. Both Conservative and Labour
subscribed to that rButskellite' consensus which
was based on a belief in bargaining and a measure
of compromise as the essence of politics. They
were logical capitalist ad.aptations to the world
as it then lras. The achievement. of Thatcher and
her supporters \.ras to have realised in time that
such a world had vanished for good. The
bourgeoisie no longer has the leeway to buy
working class passivity: if organised labour is to
be kept down it must. be through unemployment and
frontal attack as living standard.s are forced
down. The traged.y is that the corresponding
awakening of the Labour party - an awakening to
the fact that if the power of labour in tfie nev,
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situation is to be safeguard.ed., that of capitalism
must be broken - scarcely got under way before it
$ras Lhrown into reverse. The narrow defeat of Tony
Benn in the Deputy Leadership campai-gn led quickly
to the Kinnock-Hattersley leadership with which we
are encumbred now. Under the banner of a
ludicrously misnamed Inew realismr they sought to
revive an oudated politics of class collaboration
and entreat the bourgeoisie to play ba11.

Meanwhj-1e, the capitalist offensive has taken four
forms

1. Direct attempts to increase the rate of
exploitation, reducing wages or increasing work
without extra 1>ay ( one instrument of this being
Thatcher rs privatisation plans which, in
parti-cuIar, threatens womens I jobs ) .

2. Attempts to decrease the social sage ( cuts
j-n health, educationr p€rrsions etc. , with the
brunt, ag'ain, falling particularly upon women).

3. An assault upon the organisations through
which people defend their interests ( anti-union
1aws, increasing police polrers, the new tpublic
order ' legis lat ion, abo lition of the metropolitan
'E j-e r of locaJ- governmen't - a 1l worklng to prod.uce
a climate in which Trades Unions are no longe seen
to be legitimate organisations at all).

4. An ideol-ogical offensive to justify these
attacks ( the propagation of a new theology of
the market, ideology of the fami-1y and of sexism,
racism and jingoism - these all serving to deflect
our anger and create scapegoats and internal
divisions between us).

These four elements combine to form a coherent
strategy. They are not manifestations of
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t Thatcherite insanity ' . They are t'he logical
expressj-on of the needs of an increasingly
desperate ruling cIass. Cosmetic variations and
changes of emphasis aside, they would have to be
the components of any administration which
attempted to solve the present economic crisis
within the framework of the capitalist state'

4. Kinnock I s strategY: the disadvantages
main apparent advantage ofwe have noted the

Kinnockrs strategy - that of limiting the ftenzy
with which the press and I the establishment I

mobilise against us. Now let us examine the
disadvantages in the light of the objective
situation which has been touched upon.

We may imagine Neil Kinnock, newly arrived at No'
10, having got there through assurances that he is
no threa't to the power of the establishment ' What
can he do to rebuild the economy, to tackle
unemployment, to resLore the welfare state? We

have already heard the proposed answer from Roy
Hattersley: a partnership with the employers
whereby, in return for certain tax concessions,
they invest their money in the British Investment
Bankr they conclude voluntary planning agreetnents
and they produce for social welfare.

But why should they? What could suddenly induce a

capitalist to invest in Britain at a 3B rate r:f
profit rathe than (say) Chite at a 158 rate? What
makes Roy Hattersley believe that capitalism wilt
spontaneously deny its fundamental nature for the
sake of his credibility? The only way they will
voluntarity invest is if they get that 15t in
Britain too, and the only way they will get that
is by continuing their offensive. There are
already rumours that not only has the City of
London rejected the National Investment Bank but
that. it is already preparing to sabotage it'
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The universal experience of trying to persuade
capitalists to impose voluntary restraints is that
it d.oesnrt work; they either refuse to invest,
take their money elsewhere, or else take no notice
at all. An element of compulsion is required, and
that means ( as Thatcher, f rom her oi^rn standpoint,
welI understood during the miners' s brike ) a
struggle for ascendancy and power. The leadership
alternative is a pipe dream. It is not realism, it
is a denial of reality. ft cannot possibly work.
Yet iL is not simply that his plans for economic
reconstruction would fall by the wayside. A
Kinnock who had won an election by tying himself
to the apron-strings of the bourgeoisie would have
no means of resisting any of the attacks which our
opponents would inevitably demand. Just as Denis
Healey vras forced into bowing to the dictats of
the I . M. F. in 197 6 r so Neil Kinnock would be
rlefenceless against the demands of j-nternational
and domestic capitalism in 'the late 1980s . The
differnce is that the crisis of capitalism is now
that much deeper. Consequently Kinnock would be
forced into far more drastic attacks upon our
movernent - unless, that is, he decid.es at long
last to Lake on the ruling c1ass.

BuL then let us su-opose Lhat, dL this point,
Kinnock alid recoil frorn the necessary
consequences of his course. Imagine that, faced
with the threat of massive economic sabotage, by
the bourgeoi-sie unless wages were slashed, unions
mu2zled and welfare 11 ismantled, he decided to
break with these capitalists, to resist their
at'tacks and seek a social-i-st solution to the
cri-sis? What would hap-oen? He would find himself
completely isolated from the forces which coul<1
resist a capitalist offensive. Having come to
power by re jecting class struggle and by
ilemobilising the aetual struggles of our movement,
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he would find the bourgeoisie facing no barriers
in the path of his offensive. Neil Kinnock would
be like the German of Pastor Niederhofferrs famous
poem. Having seen them going for the mines, go for
Liverpool Council, go for the print. workers, go
for black people, go for women at work and $romen
in the home - he would find himself all alone when
they went for him.

5. Kinnock I s

'tr"!rgl"s.-
strategy: its effect on current

It is important to realise that not only does the
leadership strategy store up disaster for the
future, it also causes severe problems j-n the
present. Quite apart from being incapable of
advancing the interests of working people, it is
not even a recipe for electoral success. Indeed,
Kinnock I s reluctance to confront Tory philosophy
head-on plays straight into our opponents I hand.s.
For the Tories, success lies not in the fact that
people are attract,ed by ind.ustrial decline,
decaying public services and unemployment. It lies
in the apparent absence of any alternative.

Winning support from the tmiddle classes' - an
oft-stated aim of Kinnock - is important. But to
do this, the task is to shift the terrain on which
Thatcher has chosen to fight, transforming the
terms of the debate between capitalism and
socialism on which Thatcherrs appeal to the middle
class rests. The task is to convince the tmiddle
classes' that organised Iabour, as politicised
through ttre Labour Party, offers to them and to
the whole of society a solution to the economic
crisis. The clearer and more consi-stent that
solution, the more appeal it will gain.
Thatcherts success has been in proposj-ng just such
solution and, in so doing, shifting the political
consensus of the country. In cont,rast, Labour has
failed to produce a consistent strategy - torn
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between accepting capitalism and wanLing t<>
the unpleasant consequences.

de ny

In failing to prod.uce the basis of a new
consensus, the Ieadership has been left to chase
an existing consensus - with disastrous
consequences. Every time Labour shif ts to t,he
right under Thatcherite ideology, it only succeeds
in strengthening that ideology and. hence in
strengthening Thatcher. When Kinnock brands
demanits for youth unemployment and. a living v/age
as 'impossibilism' he only validates the Tory
claim that unemployment is inevitable. As Labour
lends credence t.o NATO r so it con'Lribut,es to the
myth of a soviet threat that und.erpins the
I deterrence t argument. And when Labour turned
against the miners on the picket line, it only
reinf orced 'the '1aw and ord.er' hyst,eria which was
then use<l to furt,her limit the right to picket.
The truth is that, weakeni-ng or d.isowning the
wopking class and, its organisations is a
disast,rous \,ray of trying to win middle class
support, because it Ieaves the middle classes with
no cred.ible social force other then big-business
to turn Eo. It leaves no other solution to the
crisis than promoting t,he interests of bus iness
lead.ers, even al the cost of greater exploitation.
And the Tories and Alliance parties will always be
so much better than us aL presenting and
representing such a solut j-on.

In the run up to the election, Kinnockrs tragic
errors are being compounded.. Increasingly we are
called upon to keep our heads under the parapets,
to abandon class struggle for fear of provoking
the media and thus alarming the relectorater. This
was symbolised at the 1986 Party conference when
British Telecom were allowed inside the ha11 white
the National Justice for Miners Campaign were
initially excluded and had to fight for a staII!
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How can one expect to generate enthusiasm for and
confidence in a Labour Party which snuggles up to
industry while disowning atI that smacks of
socialism? The bankruPtcY of this path is
reflected in opinion po1ls which put Labour neck
and neck with a Tory party beset by cris is ,
failure and scandal. In 1983 Tebbitt said that if
unemploymen't is above 3 mitlion in five years time
the Conservatives donrt deserve to be re-elected'
unemployment 1n 1988 will be nearer 5 million than
3 and that the Tories are even in with a chance is
a testimony to the failure of Labour strategy'

Far from being an electoral liability, a bold
programrne of action to escape frotn the economic
impasse is a precondition of Labour t s mass
popularity. If our party can be seen to speak wit'h
our own authentic voice and promote a coherent
solution to the crisis, we can become a real pole
of attraction. Thatcherrs purist recipe of relying
on pure market forces has been tried ancl found
wanting. Unemployment is still rising, the pound
is fallingr trade figures are deteriorating and
Br it ish capital increas ingly ec IiPsecl bY
international rivals. Even many Torj-es now have
doubts about the Thatcher strategy. The time j-s

now ripe for the opposite solution - the conscious
cont,ro 1 and planning by people of the ir own
economic and soci-aI lives - to be presented in
thorough and uncompromising terlns. The millions of
voters who out of cynicism or apathy have drifted
away from a Labour Party ashamed and af rai'd of its
own inspration will have some reason to support a

party that defentls their interests - working class
and miitille class - as staunchly as Margaret
Thatcher has been ttefending those of the rich'

We can anticiPate Kinnock
rejecting the PossibilitY
bourgeoisie, it would be

ts retort. APart from
of challenging the

to tell us that such
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ideas are all very well, but we cannot get too far
ahead of rthe peopler. We cannot go too quickly
and too far in challenging the values which people
hold. Yet if the years of Thatcherism have shown
one thing it is that positions and values can
change dramatically, that it is possible to win
people to a ne!, consensus. Things that were
unthinkable a few years ago are now common s€rrs€.
It is only because he has accepted t,his 'common
sense I that Kinnock brands our ideas as
impossibilism. In terms of the traditions of
Labourr our class politics are Iess strange than
the spectacle of a Labour leader promoting
patriachy in rwomens I magazines, extolling the
virtues of Japanese capitalism, defending Tory
anti-trade union laws and publicly attacking the
miners in struggle.

It should be remembered that there could have been
no more successful riposte to Thatcherrs rthere is
no alternativer than a succesful minerst strike.
It would have given the lie to the governmentrs
fatalistic presentation of unemployment as outside
their control. It would have checked our
opponents' ability to push through further attacks
on jobs and services. The experience of the
miners' strike cut across the divisions which
typically weaken our movement and class. It was
through their experience of police brutality that
the miners came to understand the brutality
suffered daily by black communities, and the
nature of British racism. It was through the
powerful involvement of vromen that traditional
sexist prejudices among miners began to be
unclermined. As r"rhole communities lrere aroused it
was the reality of the struggle itself that
convj-nced those involved of the bankruptcy of
Toryism across the board.

It was therefore not only a betrayal but also a
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tragic error when people argued during the strike
that it had to be a vote-Ioser for Labour" The
lukewarm support by the Labour and TUC lead.ership

'and the failure to involve and mobilise our entire
movement were crucial factors in confusing people,
alienating potential support and ensuring the
eventual defeat of the strike. The near panic of
the government when ir looked as if the
pit-deputies in NACODS would come out shows how
successful real solidarity could have been. But
the leadership of the Labour movement stood by,
the strike was defeated and we now face a
situation with an invigorated enemy a demobilised
labour movement, and a Labour leade rsh ip
terrifie<1 even of advancing the traditional
demands for fulI employment.

6. The strat.egy of BRIEFING
ffi-" -EEraGfr--oT Labour-;iefing is compretery
opposed to Kinnockrs insistence upon accomodation
and retreat. For us r any strategy for Labour to
gain real power must depend. upon increasing rather
than demobilising the struggle against the
bourgeois state and the employers. Our straLegy
j-nvolves co-ordinating the struggles of those in
work and those out of work, those organised j-n
Trades Unions and those d.epend.ant upon the welf are
state, those who compromise the worki-ng class mass
of the population and those suffering specific
sexual racial and other forms of oppression. Far
from being a narrow struggle , its logic is to
encompass a grand coalition uniting a majorit.y of
British society.

Moreover, as the
will be asked to
Labour and its
escalate rather
mobilising for
disarmament in

point approaches in which people
make an electoral choice between

enemiesr. we believe that we must
than abandon these struggles. By

jobs, for services and for
the present \,re achieve two things.
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Firstly we 1ay the basis for success under a
future Labour governmentr s€condly we promote
socialism by giving a glimpse of its rearisation
in the present.

Socialist consciousness , for usr is in fact an
awareness of our own collective strength _ as
trad.es unionists r a's the unemployed r 4s black
people, as Iesbians and gaysr Ers the oppressed in
general and therefore, ultimately, as the majority
in society. An awareness of our joint interests,
and of our strength in unity, d.oes not come from
abstract lessons; it is the fruit of experience.
It comes out of concrete struggles where we gather
together and use that strength to defeat the
forces ranged against us. The experience of
struggle is therefore the best way of destroying
the ideology and reality of Tory rule.

rt is t,his central understand^ing which informs the,
work of Briefing. It is not simply that we,
support the building of anti-capitalist stuggles,'
we consider a central task to be the lcringing
together of the disparat,e struggles that exist.
Briefing, therefore, has defined j-ts task as
that of rorganising at the crossroads r -organising between the various Ievels of
struggle involved. Through usr through the pages
of our paper and our network of supporters, the
vital links must be mad.e: links between the
industrial and political wings of our movement,
between British workers and our rnternational
a11ies, between black and white t Irish and
English, \^/omen and men, home and worke s€X and
class - and between politics as normally defined
and everyday life itself.

Such a strategy involves the concept of 'taki-ngthe powert at every 1eve1, from the intricacies oi
our personal lives to confronting the might of
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international capital. It means that lre should not
simply attack the oppressiveness 9f others but
look to our oT^7n practices. Thus it means women
taking the power against men at work, within the
home, and within the framework of Briefing
itself, black people taking the power within
Briefing as within the Labour Party - and so on.
This is very different from the idea of
Iincludingt womenIs demands, t.hose of black
peopler those of lesbiansr gaYs or others. The
question is whether those spearheading the fight
against sexism, heterosexism, racism, capitalism
or British imperialism across the globe will see
the need to rincluder Labour Party activists such
as ourselves. In other words we must drop the
patronising notion that we are doing the oppressed
a favour by taking up their demands. It is lre who
must earn the right to be taken seriously.

Success means changing the nature of our meetings,
making them habitable for the oppressed, turning
our traditLons and structures inside out. And it
means demanding and exPecting a substantial ceding
of polder within our alliance by those least
oppressecl. In particular it means a ceding of
povrer by those who are socially middle class,
those who are white, those who are heterosexual,
those who are British, those who are men. No-one
need feel permanently exclude.d, but a sharing of
power presupposes that the prevailing povrer
imbalances amongst ourselves are corrected first.

Such changes in our own Practice are t,he
precondition for bringing together the forces that
can take power on other levels. For if the process
is to be succesful it must be carried to its
conclusion - which means addressing the power of
the capitalist state. And on t,his level it would
be best to understand well in advance what is
involved. A Labour Party committed to fundamental
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change will never be praised by the 1eader wrj-ters
of the Sun, Daily Telegraph or the Guardian;
neither will its policies be endorsed by the
c.B.I.

Let us suppose that Briefingrs mod.el of
political action became that of the Labour party
itself. The moment the sincerity of our commitment
became und.erstood the employers and their state
wouId. mobilise all their resources agaj.nst us. We
wou1d. be slandered., the gutter press would pour
forth with lies and distortions, with sexist and
rac ist po ison. Money would seek to flee the
count,ry as the financiers sabotaged the economy,
various sources wouId. tadvise t the Crown or the
Courts or the House of Lords as to the
constitutional impropriety of our proposed.
measures. If we came to po\^rer and ref used to
buckle before t,his onslaught there might even soon
emerge the threat of intervent,i_on by the armed
services posing as the rupholders of law and
orderr in the name of tnatural justicer or rthe
Crownr. We experienced. a minor foretaste of some
of this wit.h the at,tacks on the 'f ares f ai.r r

policy of the c.L.C..

But if the strength of our commitment will earn us
enemies it will be at Ieast as significant (again,
as the G.L.C. experience has shown) in winning us
al1ies and friends.Our commitment to black peoples
struggles against harrassment and oppressj.on, to
the withdrawal of British troops from Northern
IreIand, to the struggles of women, to the fight.
against pit-closures and for jobs - alI these and
other commitments will provide us with an immense
reservoir of popular strength and support. ,Just as
it would be wrong to underestimate the opposition
of our enemies so it would be an error to
und.erestimate our own potential strength. If the 3
million people of underdeveloped Nicaragua can
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hold at bay the might of U.S. imperialism a
mobilised British working class would represent an
awesome force. As a rad.ical Labour Government,
our task would be to harness that force; to
defend ourselves through popular mass action
striking out at the power centres of the
establishment in order to gain real con.brol.

Three points need to be emphasised. Fi-rst1y it
would be disastrous to sit back and hope that any
of the existing media would allow us free or fain
access to the means of communication and speech.
We would have to take measures in order to ensure
that, the ruling class \iras prevented from seizing
or retaining monopoly control over ei ther the
press or the airwaves. Secondly, it cannot be
overemphasised that we would need to take control
in economic terms. We would have no alternative
but to bring the basic industries anil the centres
of finance quickly into public ownership, usl-ng
the strength of an aroused working class to
establish workers r power and to ensure that
po.pular planning and workers control could be
quickly introduced. No-one would object to a
massive programme of automation and labour saving
technology provided it, led to socially useful
production and to a shorter working week with no
Ioss of payr instead of to deskilling and mass
unemployment as it does under capitalism. Here as
elsewhere the crucial question is one of class
power. ThirdIy, in the international arena we
would quickly find the imperialist powers
particularly the United States - iloing all in
the ir power to und,ermine us . Our only ef f ec tive
defence would be a genuinely international-ist and
anti-imperialist foreign policy,, guaran'Eeeing us
the respect and support of the oppressed peoples
of the worl<I , including those of the Soviet Union,
Eastern Europe and. other non-capitalist regions.
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rt is - to conclude - fundarnentally wrong for Neil
Kinnock to accuse the left of being interested. in
'principles not powerr. But it is important to be
clear about what is meant by power. Kinnock tend.s
to limit the term to meaning electoral victory.
That electoral victory, as we started by arguing,
is vital and our commitment to it is unequivocar.
The same cannot be said with confidence of the
leadership. It can be argued that their strategy
whatever the public statement,s - dovetails with
the project to form a coalition government. We
knowr for instance that David Steel has been
conducting secret meetings with several of Neil
Kinnock's closest advisers. But for us there is
more to power than portfolios in a coalition or
the parliamentary illus ions and trappings of
office which have satisfied r,abour premiers in thepast. In our terms, po\4rer also has to do with the
means of putting policies int,o practice, even in
the face of opposition. It is only when itrepresents a conscious and mobilised working class
that, Labour can hope to implement a programme
against the resistance of the ruring class and its
staE,e. This is the real significance of our srogan
Irabour Iake the posert By power we mean both
electoral success and the real st,rength to repel
assaurts on the rights and riving st,andards of our
movement and c1ass.

Like Kinnock we want a massive progamme of
investment to create jobsr w€ also want to break
with all nuclear weapons, but unlike Kinnock we
are prepared to face up to the real implications
of such policies. Unlike Kinnock we are prepared
to face the fact that such advances will not fall
into our lap, they will have to be fought for. And
unlike Kinnock we are clear that T,re must mobilise
now for that fight. Thus alr the criticisms of theright rebound upon them. It is w€r not theyl who

for only we are prepared. to
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confront the practical prerequisites forfulfilling peoples' aspirations. It is w€r notthey, who are interested in real popular power. Itis not enough to formulate good intentions,well-meaning policies or ideas. Idealistic dreamsmay be a vital ingred.ient in any movement forsocial and political change. But no less vital isan unbend.ing d.etermination to t,ake the powernecessary to put, them into effect,.
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